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 Re: Oil-side Questions Related to ILSAC’s October 5, 2009 GF-5 Draft Specification 

 

Mr. Kevin Ferrick, 

 

 ILSAC appreciates an opportunity to respond to OIL’s questions (reproduced below for reference) 

regarding ILSAC’s October 5, 2009 draft GF-5 standard (Draft Spec).  While there are still several outstanding 

issues related to the GF-5 standard, OIL’s questions were directed solely toward the Sequence IIIG Weighted 

Piston Deposit (WPD) limits and the Sequence VID fuel economy limits.  Before addressing OIL’s latest 

questions, ILSAC believes it important to briefly summarize ILSAC’s goal when issuing new standards and to 

trace the history of ILSAC’s GF-5 draft standards. 

  

 ILSAC’s goal when issuing new, voluntary performance standards is to promote the advancement of 

engine oil technology by seeking meaningful improvements over previous engine oil standards in fuel economy 

and fuel economy retention, engine oil robustness, and emission control system compatibility.  To this end, 

ILSAC always carefully selects the chemical, physical, and performance tests and limits for each draft standard 

that ILSAC believes are 1) necessary to achieve its goal, and 2) technically achievable. 

 

 With the foregoing in mind, ILSAC has issued numerous draft standards throughout the GF-5 

development period.  While an exhaustive detailing of the nuances of each draft standard is outside the scope of 

this letter, a look at the history of ILSAC’s proposed GF-5 WPD and VID fuel economy limits is instructive and 

exemplary of the GF- 5 draft standards at large.  Initially, ILSAC’s draft GF-5 standards included a proposed 

WPD limit of 5.0 merits.
1
  This initial WPD limit reflected ILSAC’s desire to enhance engine oil robustness and 

promote engine cleanliness with the introduction of GF-5.
2
  ILSAC did, and still does, have a good faith, data-

driven belief that a WPD limit of 5.0 is technically achievable.
3
  Further, ILSAC believes that oils meeting such 

                                                 
1
 See e.g., ILSAC GF-5 Standard For Passenger Car Motor Oils, Draft, Feb. 2, 2007. 

2
 See ATTACHMENT 3--GF-5NEEDSSTATEMENT (stating that “GF-5 must incorporate enhanced oil robustness”). 

3
 Regarding technical possibility, ILSAC respectfully cites certain, existing OEM engine oil specifications such as GM4718M. 



limits would provide improved robustness and cleaner engines compared to the ILSAC GF-4 specification.  

ILSAC’s desire for a Sequence IIIG WPD limit of 5.0 was re-iterated in numerous, subsequent ILSAC draft 

standards.
4
    

  

 By mid 2008, it became apparent to ILSAC that, although a WPD limit of 5.0 is technically achievable, 

this limit would not be accepted in GF-5 by certain interested parties.  In response, ILSAC revised its proposed 

WPD limit downward to 4.5 merits.
5
  As with a 5.0merit WPD limit, ILSAC did, and still does, have a good 

faith, data-driven belief that a WPD limit of 4.5merits is technically achievable
6
 and that such a limit promotes 

ILSAC’s goal of improving engine oil robustness.
7
  Following the October 23, 2008 GF-5 draft standard, 

ILSAC’s desire for at least a 4.5 merit IIIG WPD was reiterated in numerous, subsequent draft GF-5 standards.
8
  

 

 Despite an IIIG WPD limit of 4.5 merits being technically achievable and desirable from an oil 

robustness standpoint, it became clear to ILSAC that even a limit of 4.5 merits would not be accepted in GF-5 

by certain interested parties.  In fact, the ILSAC/Oil meetings held on September 30 and October 1, 2009 made 

clear the unwillingness of some interested parties to offer any meaningful improvements in IIIG WPD for GF-

5.
9
  ILSAC, however, believes that meaningfully increasing the IIIG WPD limit for GF-5 is critical to meeting 

the stated GF-5 need of “enhance[ing] oil robustness.”
10

  Therefore, in an effort to achieve a GF-5 standard that 

all parties could accept while still advancing engine oil technology with respect to oil robustness, ILSAC again 

revised its IIIG WPD limit downward, this time to 4.0 merits.
11

    

 

 Similar to the WPD limit, ILSAC’s proposed fuel economy limits have experienced steady erosion over 

time.  As early as February 2007, ILSAC stated its desire to obtain a 0.5% improvement in fuel economy over 

GF-4 for comparable viscosity grades.
12

  Although ILSAC was not able to specify detailed Sequence VID limits 

at that time,
13

 the February 2007 ILSAC draft standard was detailed enough to put interested parties on notice of 

ILSAC’s fuel economy goal for GF-5.  ILSAC’s belief was that, although detailed limits could not be put 

forward, it was nevertheless important to state ILSAC’s goal as clearly as possible three years prior to the 

planned introduction of GF-5 so that interested parties would have time to develop oil technology capable of 

                                                 
4
 See e.g., ILSAC GF-5 Standard For Passenger Car Motor Oils, Drafts dated 21Feb2007, 17May2007, 27Nov2007, and 23Jan2008. 

5
 See, ILSAC GF-5 Standard For Passenger Car Motor Oils, Draft, October 23, 2008. 

6
 See supra note 3 and accompanying text. 

7
 See ATTACHMENT 3--GF-5NEEDSSTATEMENT (stating that “GF-5 must incorporate enhanced oil robustness”). 

8
 See e.g., ILSAC GF-5 Standard For Passenger Car Motor Oils, Drafts dated 12Feb2009, 12May2009, 01Jul2009, 30Jul2009, and 

10Sep2009. 
9
 See e.g., ATTACHMENT 8—OILSIDEWPDFESUM093009 (showing Oil-side GF-5 proposed IIIG WPD limits of either 3.5, which is no 

change from GF-4, or 3.8, which is merely 0.3merits higher than GF-4); See also, ATTACHMENT 10—SUM +.3 AND FEI2+REV1.2 

(indicating that ILSAC should discuss the acceptability of certain Sequence VID WPD limits for GF-5 while keeping the Sequence 

IIIG WPD limit at the GF-4 level). 
10

 See ATTACHMENT 3--GF-5NEEDSSTATEMENT (stating that “GF-5 must incorporate enhanced oil robustness”). 
11

 See ILSAC GF-5 Standard For Passenger Car Motor Oils, Draft, Oct. 5, 2009. 
12

 See ILSAC GF-5 Standard For Passenger Car Motor Oils, Draft, Feb. 2, 2007 (noting that GF-5 fuel economy limits are “expected 

to be at least 0.5%” higher than GF-4) (emphasis added). 
13

 ILSAC was unable to provide detailed Sequence VID limits in 2007 because the VID test was still under development. 



meeting ILSAC’s goal.
14

  So that there was no doubt with respect to ILSAC’s intent, the goal of at least a 0.5% 

improvement in fuel economy for GF-5 was reiterated in numerous, subsequent ILSAC GF-5 draft standards.
15

   

 

By May of 2009, with Sequence VID development all but finished, ILSAC was able to provide details 

on proposed Sequence VID limits for GF-5.
16

  The proposed limits provided in the May 2009 draft GF-5 

standard represented ILSAC’s good faith belief as to what the GF-5 limits should be in order to achieve 

ILSAC’s stated goal for fuel economy improvement.  

 

 Although the proposed Sequence VID limits in ILSAC’s May 2009 draft standard were what ILSAC 

believed necessary to meet ILSAC’s stated goal for GF-5, the limits were immediately rejected by certain 

interested parties.  In an effort to achieve a GF-5 specification and with little guidance on VID limits that would 

not be rejected, ILSAC revised its limits significantly downward and re-submitted them for consideration in 

July 2009.
17

  These limits too were rejected by certain interested parties.  Again looking for a compromise, 

ILSAC once more revised its limits downward and submitted those new limits for consideration in September 

2009.
18

  To ILSAC’s dismay, these newly revised limits were also rejected. 

 

 Similar to the IIIG WPD limit discussion, the ILSAC/Oil meetings held on September 30 and October 1, 

2009 made clear the unwillingness of certain interested parties to offer any meaningful improvements in fuel 

economy for GF-5.
19

  Nevertheless, in an effort to achieve a GF-5 standard that all parties could accept while 

                                                 
14

 Although the Sequence VID was still under development during much of this three year period, ILSAC believes that, in general, 

engine oil technology that provides a benefit in the Sequence VID test also provides a benefit in other fuel economy tests.  Therefore, 

testing on fuel efficient engine oil technology could be conducted even though the details of the Sequence VID were still being 

finalized. 
15

 See e.g., ILSAC GF-5 Standard For Passenger Car Motor Oils, Drafts dated 21Feb2007, 17May2007, 27Nov2007, 23Jan2008, 

23Oct2008, and 12Feb2009. 
16

 See ILSAC GF-5 Standard for Passenger Car Motor Oils, Draft May 12, 2009.  ILSAC’s proposed VID limits in the GF-5 draft 

standard dated 12May2009 were reported using the conventional FEI1 and FEI2 format. Converting the 12May2009 limits to the FE-

SUM and FEI2-Floor format, the limits in the 12May2009 draft standard were: 

0W-20: 3.7/1.7 (FEI-SUM/FEI2-Floor) 

5W-20: 3.3/1.5 

0W-30: 2.9/1.3 

5W-30: 2.5/1.1 

10W-30: 2.1/0.9 
17

 See ILSAC GF-5 Standard for Passenger Car Motor Oils, Draft, July 1, 2009.  ILSAC’s revised VID limits in the 01Jul2009 draft 

GF-5 standard were reported using the conventional FEI1 and FEI2 format.  Converting those limits to the FE-SUM and FEI2-Floor 

format, the limits in the 01Jul2009 draft standard were: 

0W-20: 3.3/1.5 (FEI-SUM/FEI2-Floor) 

5W-20: 2.9/1.3 

xW-30: 2.5/1.1 

10W-30: 2.1/0.9 
18

 See ILSAC GF-5 Standard for Passenger Car Motor Oils, Draft, September 10, 2009.  ILSAC’s revised VID limits in the 

10Sep2009 draft GF-5 standard were reported using the conventional FEI1 and FEI2 format.  Converting those limits to the FE-SUM 

and FEI2-Floor format, the limits in the 10Sep2009 draft standard were: 

xW-20: 2.9/1.3 (FEI-SUM/FEI2-Floor) 

xW-30: 2.5/1.1 

10W-30: 2.1/0.9 
19

 See e.g., ATTACHMENT 8—OILSIDEWPDFESUM093009 (showing the following Oil-side GF-5 proposed VID fuel economy limits: 

At 3.5 IIIG WPD: xW-20: 2.3/0.8 (FEI-SUM/FEI2-Floor) [or 0.2 higher than Oil’s GF-4 estimate] 

 xW-30: 1.8/0.6 [or 0.1 higher than Oil’s GF-4 estimate] 

 10W-30: 1.7/0.5 [or 0.1 higher than Oil’s GF-4 estimate] 

At 3.8 IIIG WPD: xW-20: 2.2/0.8 (FEI-SUM/FEI2-Floor) [or 0.1 higher than Oil’s GF-4 estimate] 



still advancing engine oil technology with respect to fuel economy, ILSAC, for a third time, revised its fuel 

economy limits significantly downward.
20

  ILSAC submitted these revised, lower fuel economy limits for 

consideration on October 5, 2009.   

 

 The foregoing history makes clear that ILSAC, in an effort to seek compromise and obtain a GF-5 

specification that all interested parties can live with, has made numerous and substantial concessions throughout 

the GF-5 development process.  So we come to the precipice.  ILSAC interprets OIL’s latest questions as OIL 

again asking ILSAC to revise its VID fuel economy and IIIG WPD limits downward.  ILSAC, however, 

believes that the October 5, 2009 draft specification represents the bottom  the lowest values for IIIG WPD 

and VID fuel economy that still represent an improvement over GF-4 with respect to engine oil robustness and 

fuel economy.  For example, from ILSAC’s point of view, a further reduction in IIIG WPD would effectively 

eliminate improvements in engine oil robustness of GF-5 over GF-4.  Further, far from providing the 0.5% 

improvement over GF-4 that ILSAC set out to achieve, the VID limits in ILSAC’s October 5, 2009 draft 

specification are what ILSAC believe to be the bare minimum necessary to provide at least a statistically 

significant improvement over GF-4.  If the VID limits are dropped any lower, GF-4 oils from the VID Precision 

Matrix will pass at an unacceptably high rate.  For example, if the xW-20 limits for GF-5 are set at 2.4/1.1 (FEI-

SUM/FEI2-Floor),
21

 a mere 0.2/0.1 lower than in the October 5, 2009 Draft Spec, 43% of GF-4 xW-20 oils run 

in the VID precision matrix would pass.  ILSAC believes that IIIG WPD and fuel economy limits any lower 

than the October 5, 2009 draft standard would result in ILSAC issuing a GF-5 standard that does nothing to 

improve technology over current GF-4 engine oils. 

 

 ILSAC is confident that the GF-5 draft standard put forth on October 5, 2009 is technically achievable 

and represents the minimum necessary to meet the ILSAC GF-5 Needs Statement.
22

  As evidence of the 

achievability of the  October 5, 2009 draft standard limits, ILSAC submits the results of an oil called “JAMA 

VID-2,” which has Sequence VID and Sequence IIIG WPD results of 2.8/1.2 (FEI-SUM/FEI2-Floor) and 4.0 

WPD respectively. 

 

 ILSAC looks forward to OIL’s response and to the introduction of the ILSAC GF-5 standard. 

 

   Respectfully, 

 

 

   Matthew J. Snider 

   Chair - ILSAC 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
 xW-30: 1.7/0.6 [or no change over Oil’s GF-4 estimate] 

 10W-30: 1.6/0.5 [or no change over Oil’s GF-4 estimate] 
20

 See ILSAC GF-5 Standard for Passenger Car Motor Oils, Draft, October 5, 2009.  ILSAC’s revised VID limits in the 05Oct2009 

draft GF-5 standard are: 

xW-20: 2.6/1.2 (FEI-SUM/FEI2-Floor) 

xW-30: 1.9/0.9 

10W-30: 1.5/0.7 
21

 xW-20 VID limits of 2.4/1.1 were selected for this argument because those were the numbers discussed at the October 1, 2009 

ILSAC/Oil meeting.  See ATTACHMENT 10—SUM +.3 AND FEI2+REV1.2 (indicating that ILSAC should discuss the acceptability of 

xW-20 limits of 2.4/1.1while keeping the Sequence IIIG WPD limit at the GF-4 level). 
22

 See ATTACHMENT 3--GF-5NEEDSSTATEMENT (requiring that GF-5 “incorporate increased fuel economy” and “enhanced oil 

robustness”). 



  


